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Abstract
Improving work conditions in industry is a major challenge that can be addressed with new emerging technologies
such as collaborative robots. Machine learning techniques can improve the performance of those robots, by endowing
them with a degree of awareness of the human state and ergonomics condition. The availability of appropriate datasets
to learn models and test prediction and control algorithms however remains an issue. This paper presents a dataset
of human motions in industry-like activities, fully labeled according to the ergonomics assessment worksheet EAWS,
widely used in industries such as car manufacturing. Thirteen participants performed several series of activities, such
as screwing and manipulating loads in different conditions, resulting in more than 5 hours of data. The dataset contains
the participants’ whole-body kinematics recorded both with wearable inertial sensors and marker-based optical motion
capture, finger pressure force, video recordings, and annotations by 3 independent annotators of the performed action
and the adopted posture following the EAWS postural grid. Sensor data are available in different formats to facilitate
their reuse. The dataset is intended for use by researchers developing algorithms for classifying, predicting or evaluating
human motion in industrial settings, as well as researchers developing collaborative robotics solutions that aim at
improving the workers’ ergonomics. The annotation of the whole dataset following an ergonomics standard makes it
valuable for ergonomics-related applications, but we expect its use to be broader in the robotics, machine learning and
human movement communities.
Keywords
Human motion dataset, Industrial activities, Optical motion capture, Inertial motion capture, Ergonomics, Posture and
action annotation.
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Introduction

Work-related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) are
among the first causes of occupational diseases in many
countries worldwide. They represent a major health issue
and an important cost for companies and society (Schneider
et al. 2010; US Bureau of Labor Statistics 2016). WMSDs
develop when biomechanical demands at work repeatedly
exceed the worker’s physical capacity, which happens due
to force exertion but also extreme postures (Punnett and
Wegman 2004). Improving work conditions in industry is
therefore a major challenge that can be addressed with new
emerging technologies such as collaborative robots to assist
workers (Marin et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2018a; Gopinathan
et al. 2018; Busch et al. 2018; Pearce et al. 2018; El Makrini
et al. 2019), or wearable sensors and devices to monitor and
warn of health-threatening situations (Vignais et al. 2013;
Yan et al. 2017; Kim et al. 2018b).
Benefiting from machine learning techniques, the efficacy
of such assistive and warning devices can be further
improved by endowing them with a degree of awareness
of the human state and ergonomics condition. For instance,
Coupeté et al. (2018) and Unhelkar et al. (2018) perform
human motion recognition and prediction respectively to
plan the behavior of a collaborative robot that enables
efficient and safe interaction in industrial applications.
Malaisé et al. (2019) focus on ergonomics and propose
Prepared using sagej.cls [Version: 2017/01/17 v1.20]

an activity recognition module that automatically identifies
non-ergonomic gestures during industry-oriented activities.
Marin et al. (2018) learn surrogate models to compute in realtime the most ergonomic posture for a drilling task and adapt
the motion of a collaborative robot accordingly. Peternel
et al. (2018) also use surrogate models to estimate muscle
fatigue in a collaborative human-robot polishing task.
Machine learning algorithms, however, often require
training data whose acquisition is time-consuming and
necessitates specific equipment. Alternatively, algorithms
can be trained and tested using publicly available human
motion datasets. But while numerous motion datasets
are available, they largely focus on daily life activities
or sport movements (Mandery et al. 2015; CMU 2019;
Kuehne et al. 2011; Xia et al. 2012; Guerra-Filho and
Biswas 2012; Ruffieux et al. 2015). Those datasets are
therefore not adequate for learning models of industrial
tasks. Mandery et al. (2015) and CMU (2019) created
comprehensive motion capture datasets which include trials
of industry-oriented activities (e.g., manipulating a screw
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driver or hammer, lifting loads). Those industry-oriented
motions are however very few in both datasets, mostly
performed by a single subject and not repeated. Hence
movement and posture variability cannot be accounted
for, which limits the generalization ability of models of
motion (Perez and Nussbaum 2006; Gaudez et al. 2016).
Recently, Shah and colleagues created a human motion
dataset of industrial activities to test their algorithms for
human-robot collaboration (Hayes and Shah 2017; Kubota
et al. 2019). However, only arm motions were recorded.
Demonstrations of whole-body tasks and postures typically
observed on assembly lines and evaluated in standard
ergonomics assessment tools are therefore not available
(David 2005). Furthermore, supervised learning –which
represents a large part of machine learning techniques–
requires labeled training data. Most existing human motion
datasets include annotations of the activity being performed,
but to the best of our knowledge, none of them include
ergonomics-oriented labels.
This paper describes the creation of a dataset that
contains industry-oriented motions with labels relevant for
ergonomics studies, human movement studies, and model
learning for collaborative robotics. Aside from its unique
activities and labels, our dataset contains kinematic data
from both wearable and external motion capture sensors, as
well as videos, in order to facilitate the reuse of the data
by various communities and for various applications. We
created this dataset to advance our research in ergonomicsaware control of collaborative robots and prediction of
whole-body movements, in the context of the European
Project An.Dy (Ivaldi et al. 2017), where we envision
collaborative robots and wearable sensors to improve the
ergonomic conditions of workers in factories. But due to the
growing interest in the latter topic on one hand, and the time
and effort needed to create and annotate a dataset on the other
hand, we envision that our human motion dataset will be of
great interest for the broader research community.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the data collection campaign, i.e., the activities recorded,
the sensors used and the data collected, and the annotation
process. Section 3 presents the organization of the dataset
and evaluates the quality of the data. Finally, Section 4
concludes with closing remarks and future directions.

a marker-based optical motion capture system, which can
hardly be used in a cluttered industrial setting. This section
describes the process for data collection and annotation.

2

Items used in the activities were positioned to encourage
the adoption of specific postures (e.g., raised arms, bent
torso, crouching). Participants were however not given any
instructions regarding the way to perform each activity,
i.e., they were not verbally constrained to adopt a specific
posture.
One trial consisted in performing all 6 activities successively in a given order, selected among 6 predefined sequences (Seq. 1: SL-SM-SH-UK-C10-C5; Seq. 2:
SH-SM-SL-UK-C10-C5; Seq. 3: SL-SM-UK-C10-SH-C5;
Seq. 4: SL-UK-C10-SM-C5-SH; Seq. 5: UK-C10-SH-SMC5-SL; Seq. 6: UK-C10-C5-SH-SM-SL). Each participant
performed 3 different sequences randomly chosen among the
6 possible ones, with 5 consecutive trials for each sequence,
resulting in a total of 15 trials per participant. Each trial
lasted approximately 90 s, and a break of about 2 min was
allowed between each trial to limit fatigue. Before starting

Methods

Awkward postures represent one of the major WMSDs
risk factor (Punnett and Wegman 2004). Consequently,
most standard ergonomics assessment methods used in
industry focus on postural evaluation (David 2005) (e.g.,
the Ergonomic Assessment Worksheet (EAWS) (Schaub
et al. 2013), the Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA)
(McAtamney and Corlett 1993), the Rapid Entire Body
Assessment (REBA) (Hignett and McAtamney 2000), the
Owako Working Posture Analysis System (OWAS) (Karhu
et al. 1977)). Our dataset focuses on industry-oriented
activities in which participants adopt a variety of postures
typically evaluated in the aforementioned ergonomics
worksheets. Note that the data were collected in a lab
environment, and not in a real factory. Lab recording allows
a ground truth measurement of the human kinematics with
Prepared using sagej.cls

2.1

Participants

13 healthy adults participated in the data collection (9 males,
4 females). Their average age was 25.7 yrs (SD = 5.0 yrs),
their average stature was 175.4 cm (SD = 7.9 cm), and their
average body mass was 72.3 kg (SD = 14.4 kg). Participants
were students and researchers with no or limited experience
of industrial work. The data collection was approved by
INRIA’s ethical committee (COERLE). All participants gave
written informed consent before starting the data collection.
Participants were assigned a numerical ID (random number
between 0 and 10000) which served to anonymize the data.

2.2

Experimental Set-up

The dataset targets postures and actions that are commonly
observed in industrial settings such as assembly lines, and
that are evaluated in standard ergonomics assessments (e.g.,
load manipulation, overhead work). Participants performed a
series of 6 industry-oriented activities (Fig. 1), designed with
the help of an industrial ergonomist and inspired by a car
manufacturing use case:
• Screw high (SH): Take a screw and a bolt on a
75 cm-high table, walk to the shelf, screw at a
height of 175 cm (performed with bare hands, i.e., no
screwdriver).
• Screw middle (SM): Take a screw and a bolt on a
75 cm-high table, walk to the shelf, screw at a height
of 115 cm.
• Screw low (SL): Take a screw and a bolt on a 75 cmhigh table, walk to the shelf, screw at a height of 25 cm
(6 participants) or 60 cm (7 participants).
• Untie knot (UK): Untie a knot placed on a 45 cm-high
table.
• Carry 5 kg (C5): Take a 5 kg load on a 55 cm-high
table, walk to the shelf, put the load on a 20 cm-high
shelf.
• Carry 10 kg (C10): Take a 10 kg load on a 55 cm-high
table, walk to the shelf, put the load on a 110 cm-high
shelf.

Maurice et al.
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Figure 1. Picture and Xsens avatar view of a participant
performing the 6 activities included in the data collection.

the data collection, participants practiced each activity a
couple of times. Participants performed their trials using
one of the 2 spatial organizations depicted in Fig. 2 (6
participants for organization A and 7 for organization B).
Participants started and ended each trial in a fixed position:
standing arms along the body, the rear of the right foot on the
origin of the motion capture world frame, with X axis facing
forward (see Fig. 2).
The dataset therefore includes a diversity of participants,
as well as several series of activities performed in different
orders and with different set-ups, plus several repetitions of a
same series for each participant, in order to account for inter
and intra-individual movement variability.

2.3

Instrumentation

In human movement science, movement kinematics is
traditionally recorded with specific motion capture systems.
Among all existing modalities, marker-based optical motion
capture remains the gold standard method to record human
kinematics, mostly because of its accuracy. But recently,
inertial motion capture using wearable sensors (IMU-based)
has received a lot of attention. Wearable sensors are
specifically interesting in cluttered environments –such as
factories– where optical motion capture markers are easily
occluded and reflective surfaces may perturb the measures.
Image-based motion analysis is also undergoing a rapid
development, and librairies such as OpenPose now enable
Prepared using sagej.cls

(b) Set-up B

Figure 2. Spatial organization of the items used during the data
collection. 6 participants used set-up A and 7 used set-up B.
The blue frame corresponds to the motion capture world frame
(Qualisys and Xsens). The grey feet silhouettes represent the
participant’s initial and final position in each trial. The positions
of the tables and shelves are exact, whereas the positions of the
2 cameras are approximative.

reliable human pose detection from regular videos (Cao
et al. 2018). Though less accurate than marker-based motion
capture and equally affected by occlusions, video recording
has the advantage of being cheaper and less invasive than
systems requiring wearable sensors or markers* . Since
those 3 modalities – optical motion capture, inertial motion
capture, and video– are in use in the human-robot interaction
community, they were all included in the dataset. In addition
to whole-body kinematic data, we captured finger forces and
motions using a sensorized glove.
2.3.1 Inertial motion capture: Participants were equipped
with the Xsens MVN Link system† (Xsens, Enschede, The
Netherlands) to record whole-body kinematics. The MVN
Link system consists of 17 IMUs placed all over the body

∗ It

is, however, often difficult to track the entire human body in factories
using only video cameras, because of the high number of required cameras
and the occlusions due to the working environment. Cameras may therefore
be effective for tracking human movements across the workspace, but not for
a precise estimation of the body posture –which is necessary for an accurate
ergonomics evaluation.
† https://www.xsens.com
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to measure the orientation of the body segments: 1 sensor
on the head, 1 on the sternum, 1 on the pelvis, 1 on each
scapula, 1 on each upper arm, 1 on each forearm, 1 on each
hand, 1 on each thigh, 1 on each shank and 1 on each foot.
Xsens MVN whole-body lycra suits of different sizes (M to
XXL) were used to ensure correct positioning of all sensors.
The Xsens system was calibrated with the “N-pose and walk”
calibration procedure every 5 trials, for each participant. The
Xsens world frame was reinitialized at the beginning of each
trial to match the Qualisys world frame. Xsens data were
recorded at 240 Hz (recommended MVN Link capture rate)
using the Xsens MVN Analyze software (version 2018.0.0).

software were running on the same machine). Proper
synchronization was achieved by time-stamping the data
of all sensors, except the video cameras. Xsens and eglove software use Unix timestamps, while Qualisys uses
machine-specific timestamps. The correspondence between
the Unix time and the machine time was therefore logged at
the beginning of each trial, and Qualisys timestamps were
converted into Unix timestamps in a post-processing phase.
Conversely, video cameras were used separately and could
not be automatically sychronized with the other sensors.

Optical motion capture: A Qualisys motion capture
system‡ (Qualisys, Göteborg, Sweden) was used to record
whole-body kinematics. 12 Oqus cameras were positioned
all over the workspace. Participants were equipped with 43
spherical reflective markers of diameter 12.5 mm. 39 markers
were positioned on the body according to the Vicon Plug-In
Gait Marker Placement recommendations (the sacral marker
was not used) (Vicon 2017). Two additional markers were
placed on each foot: one on the 1st metatarsal head, on
the midfoot side of the equinus break between forefoot and
midfoot (labeled LTOA and RTOA for the left and right
foot respectively), and one on the 5th metatarsal head, on
the midfoot side of the equinus break between forefoot
and midfoot (labeled LTOB and RTOB). A calibration of
the Qualisys system was performed at the beginning of the
recording session for each participant. Qualisys data were
recorded at 120 Hz (sub-multiple of Xsens capture rate) with
the Qualisys Track Manager software (version 2.16). After
the recording, markers were manually labeled by one of the
experimenter in the QTM software, and the labeling was
double-checked by a second experimenter.

After the data collection, 3 independent human annotators
manually labeled the motions in all trials, using a taxonomy
of actions and postures that we defined beforehand (Table 1).
For each trial, the 3 annotators were randomly selected
among a pool of 4 annotators. We based the labels of our
taxonomy on the EAWS worksheet, that we selected among
all ergonomics assessment worksheets, because it is widely
used in industry (Schaub et al. 2013). The taxonomy contains
3 levels of annotations: general posture, detailed posture,
and current action, detailed in Table 1. The general posture
level describes the whole-body posture, mainly following the
categories of postures listed in the EAWS worksheet (e.g.,
standing, kneeling, lying). Note that lying and sitting are
not present in the dataset, but are included in the taxonomy
for comprehensiveness with respect to the EAWS worksheet.
The detailed posture level combines the general posture with
the position of the trunk and arms, following EAWS subcategories (e.g., bent forward, hand above head level). The
current action level corresponds to goal-oriented actions,
e.g., carrying a load, screwing, reaching. While the general
posture and detailed posture labels can cover any motion, the
list of current action labels contains only actions that are part
of the activities performed in the dataset.
Annotations were performed with the Anvil software¶ , on
the videos of the Xsens avatar replaying the participants’
motions, exported from the MVN Analyze software. Each
frame of the video was given 3 different labels, one for each
level of the taxonomy (video framerate: 24 fps). Annotators
could also consult the videos from the 2 cameras to help
resolve potential labeling ambiguity in the Xsens generated
videos (videos from the cameras include helpful contextual
information, whereas Xsens videos only display the avatar’s
motion).

2.3.2

Hand contact and finger flexion: Participants
were equipped with a prototype e-glove from Emphasis
Telematics§ (Emphasis Telematics, Athens, Greece) on their
right hand (regardless of their handedness). The glove
embeds 3 flexion sensors –on the thumb, index, and middle
finger– and 4 pressure sensors –on the palm and on the
fingertip of the thumb, index and middle finger. The flexion
sensors measure the angle between the orientation of the
palm and of the last phalange of the finger. The e-glove
communicates with its server running on a computer via
Wi-Fi. The e-glove internal time was synchronized with the
computer Unix time before each recording session, using a
synchronization function of the e-glove software. Data of the
e-glove were recorded at 50 Hz with a proprietary software.
2.3.3

2.3.4

Video recording: The data collection was recorded

with 2 video cameras. Approximate positions of the cameras
are displayed in Fig. 2. The positions of the cameras were not
calibrated with the Qualisys motion capture system, however
the grid formed by the floor tiles could be used to calibrate
the cameras post-hoc (tiles dimension: 60 cm). Videos were
recorded at 25 fps. A custom-written script based on the
OpenPose library (Cao et al. 2018) was used in a postprocessing phase to blur participants’ faces and anonymize
the videos.

2.4

3

Annotations

Dataset

The dataset containing the data from all the sensors and
in several formats is available on Zenodo: https://
zenodo.org/record/3254403. The amount of data
corresponds to approximately 5 hours of recording (13
participants, 15 trials per participant, about 90 s per trial).
This section describes the organization of the dataset, and
evaluates the quality and reliability of the data.

‡ https://www.qualisys.com
§ http://www.emphasisnet.gr/e-glove/

2.3.5

Synchronization: A custom-written script was used

to launch and stop the recording of all sensors (all acquisition
Prepared using sagej.cls

#1476464465174-6fa88672-0410
¶ http://www.anvil-software.org/
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Description

Data

Format

general posture

Main posture

St
Wa

Standing
Walking

Kn
Cr
Si
Ly

Kneeling
Crouching
Sitting
Lying

Ends when feet start moving.
Starts when one foot start moving, ends
when both feet are still.
At least one knee on the floor.
No knee on the floor.
Buttock on a chair or support.
Torso on the floor or horizontal surface.

Participants’ features
Xsens
Qualisys
E-glove
Videos
Annotations

csv
mvn; mvnx; c3d; bvh; csv
qtm; c3d; csv
csv
mp4
csv

detailed posture

Full postural information

U
BF

Torso straight.
Torso flexion angle between 20°and
60°.
Torso flexion angle greater than 60°

BS

OS
OH

Upright
Bent
forward
Strongly
bent
forward
Shoulder
level work
Overhead
work

Elbow(s) at or above shoulder level
with hand(s) at or below head level.
Hand(s) above head level.

current action

Goal-oriented action

Re

Reach

Pi

Pick

Pl

Place

Rl
Ca

Release
Carry

Fm
Sc

Fine manipulation
Screw

Moving an arm towards a target, no
object in hand.
Picking-up an object, starts when
touching the object, ends when arm
stops moving with respect to the body.
Placing an object, similar to Re but with
an object in hand.
Bringing arm back after manipulation.
Carrying an object. Starts at the end of
Pi, ends at the beginning of Pl.
Dexterous manipulation of an object.

Id

Idle

A special case of Fm: rotational
screwing movement of the hand.
Not doing anything with hands.

Table 1. Taxonomy of postures and actions used for the
annotation of the data. For the sake of clarity, the detailed
posture labels presented in the table correspond to the subcategories of the EAWS worksheet only (arms and torso
configuration). A full detailed posture label as used in the dataset
is obtained by adding the label of the corresponding general
posture as prefix, e.g., St U for standing upright, or Kn OH for
kneeling with hands above head level.

3.1

File formats and organization

The dataset includes raw sensor data, videos, annotations
of the postures and actions, and a description of the
participants’ features. The latter are stored in a csv file which
contains : ID, age, gender, handedness, body mass, body
dimensions required to create the Xsens avatar|| , additional
Plug-In Gait measurements** , reference of the set-up used
(Fig. 2), and reference number of the 3 sequences of activities
performed. Sensor data are available in csv format and,
when existing, in proprietary format and in standard motion
analysis format (c3d and bvh). Videos of both cameras and
videos of the Xsens avatar used for the annotations are
available in mp4 format. Note that the start and end of the
Xsens videos are exactly aligned with the start and end of
Prepared using sagej.cls

Table 2. File formats available for each type of data.

the corresponding Xsens data, whereas it is not the case
for the videos of the cameras. Annotations are stored in csv
format, with labels of the 3 annotators and the 3 levels of
the taxonomy within a same file. Table 2 summarizes the file
formats available for each data type. Sensor data contain the
following information:
• Qualisys
– 3D positions of the 43 markers placed on the
body of participants.
• Xsens
– Magnetic field, 3D linear acceleration, and
orientation (quaternion) of the 17 sensors†† .
– 3D position, orientation (quaternion), linear
and angular velocity, and linear and angular
acceleration of the origin of the 23 body
segments of the Xsens avatar.
– Angles of the 22 joints (3 DoFs each) of the
Xsens avatar.
– 3D position of the Xsens avatar’s center of mass.
• E-glove
– Flexion angle of the first 3 fingers of the right
hand.
– Pressure force on the right palm and fingertip of
the first 3 fingers of the right hand.
All csv files start with a header describing the nature
of the data in each column and the corresponding units.
Unix timestamps are used in all files, except in the Qualisys
raw and motion analysis files which use machine specific
timestamps and could not be converted (qtm and c3d format).
Annotations files contain 2 timestamps: Unix timestamps
that serve to align the annotations with sensor data, and
Xsens video timestamps.
The dataset is structured as follows: first one folder for
each sensor and data format (named sensor format), then
one folder per participant (named after the participant’s
ID), and finally one file per trial. Each file is named
after the participant’s ID, set-up reference, sequence
reference, and trial number within the sequence (1 to
5). The suffix of the file is .sensor.format to be easily
identifiable. For instance, an Xsens csv file is named
Participant 1 Setup A Seq 1 Trial 1.xsens.csv.

k https://tutorial.xsens.com/video/

body-measurements
∗∗ https://docs.vicon.com/display/Nexus25/Take+
subject+measurements+for+Plug-in+Gait
†† Those data are not raw data as an Xsens internal post-processing step is
automatically applied during the export.
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general
posture

detailed
posture

current
action

Agreement
(majority)

92.0

81.5

81.6

Transition
(majority)

6.1

4.4

12.0

Disagreement
with majority

1.8

13.2

5.3

Disagreement
no majority

0.1

0.9

1.1

Table 3. Consistency of labels across the 3 annotators, in
percentage of time frames. Agreement means that all 3
annotators gave the same label. Transition corresponds to time
frames where only 2 annotators agree, due to a variation
of the transitioning instant between 2 labels. Disagreement
corresponds to insertion or deletion of a label, or a difference
in posture/action interpretation. The only situation where no
majority exists is a disagreement where all 3 annotators
assigned a different label (disagreement no majority).

3.2

Evaluation

Label reliability: Posture and action labels were
manually assigned by human annotators. As in any human
annotation, the labels are therefore prone to subjective bias.
Hence 3 independent annotators labeled the data to reduce
the effect of this bias. We computed Fleiss’ κ to assess interrater reliability (Fleiss 1971). We excluded from the analysis
the beginning and end of each trial, in which participants
are immobile and annotation is straightforward (i.e., we
excluded the time frames at the beginning and end where
all 3 annotators labeled the posture as Standing Upright
and the action as Idle; this immobile period corresponds
to the starting and stopping process of all sensors and
takes up to a dozen of seconds). The results indicate
that labels are consistent across annotators for all 3 levels
of annotations: κ = 0.91 for the general posture level,
κ = 0.84 for detailed posture, and κ = 0.85 for current
action. In addition, Table 3 presents the percentages of
agreement and different disagreement types for the 3 levels
of annotations. Importantly, total disagreement –where no
majority is reached and a ground truth label cannot be
decided– happens in only 1 % of the frames.
A significant portion of the frames where full agreement
is not reached correspond to transitions, i.e., disagreement
on the exact frame in which the participant moved from
one posture/action to the next. The median duration of
a transition is 80 ms (2 frames) for the general posture
annotation level (90th percentile: 440 ms), 80 ms for detailed
posture (90th percentile: 400 ms), and 120 ms (3 frames) for
current action (90th percentile: 320 ms). Though common in
occurences, those transition disagreements therefore remain
limited to a few frames each.
3.2.1

Completeness of optical motion capture data: The
positions of the Qualisys cameras were adapted for each
of the 2 setups specifically, in order to track all markers
as exhaustively as possible. The wide range of postures
adopted by the participants as well as the objects they
manipulated however made occlusions of some markers

3.2.2

Prepared using sagej.cls

inevitable. Table 4 presents, for each marker, the percentage
of frames in which the marker is tracked, summarized across
all trials. The median of the tracking value is greater or
equal to 95 % of a trial duration for 35 markers out of 43.
The leg markers were especially well tracked (given the
complexity of the setup), with a median value above 97.9 %
for all markers, and a 5th percentile value above 90 % for
11 out of 16 markers. The RBHD head marker was not
visible at all in most trials of one participant, which explains
its low 5th percentile value (33.9 %). Conversely, the low
tracking scores of the markers placed at the front of the torso
(CLAV, STRN, and to a lesser extent RASI and LASI) result
from occlusions of those markers during bent postures in all
participants. Eventually, the arm markers were tracked with a
median above 95 %, exept for the markers placed on the ulna
styloid process (external wrist markers: RWRB and LWRB),
which were easily occluded during object manipulation.
Those occlusions are more prominent for the right wrist,
possibly due to the e-glove structure partly hiding the marker
in certain hand configurations (median of RWRB: 70.3 %,
5th percentile: 10.3 %). Note that in a few trials, a marker fell
during the recording: in such situations, the tracking of the
fallen marker stops when it detaches from the participant’s
body. Overall, the redundancy of markers ensures that the
participants’ whole-body posture can be reconstructed for
most frames, even though some makers are not tracked. The
reconstruction of the hand and forearm orientation should
however be considered carefully when wrist markers are lost.
The difficulty to fully track all markers even in a simplified
lab setting highlights the advantage of wearable sensors, such
as IMUs, for human whole-body motion capture in cluttered
environments, such as factories.

3.3

Applications

We envision that the dataset presented in this paper will be
used by researchers developing algorithms for classifying,
predicting or evaluating human motions in industrial settings,
as well as researchers developing collaborative robotics
solutions that aim at improving the workers’ ergonomics.
Currently, the dataset has already been used in our team
for automatic activity recognition (Malaisé et al. 2019),
and is currently used to develop algorithms for automatic
ergonomics assessment. We used Xsens and e-glove data
along with the postures and actions annotations to train
recognition models based on Hidden Markov Models. The
outcome is a module that successfully recognizes the current
human activity and automatically identifies non-ergonomic
movements on-line‡‡ .
The numerous demonstrations of the industry-inspired
activities, performed by people with different anthropometric
features, make our dataset ideal to conduct research in
probabilistic movement primitives for action representation,
and more generally to learn models of human actions at
whole-body level.
This dataset could also be used by the computer vision
community, to test algorithms for human posture and pose
tracking in a cluttered environment. The dataset notably
includes challenging postures, such as being strongly bent

‡‡ See

video here: https://youtu.be/CSTsM2xJjxg
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LFIN

Left leg
Markers

LTHI

LKNE

LTIB

LANK

LHEE

98.3

Median
5th %ile

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.7

99.3

100.0

94.0

79.6

96.4

85.8

81.4

66.4

87.7

78.1

94.1

98.1

96.1

80.4

85.9

RTOB

96.8

97.6

LTOB

100.0 100.0 97.3

84.4

RTOA

98.9

LTOA

Median
5th %ile

RTOE

Left arm
Markers

87.3

LTOE

10.3

66.8

LPSI

RHEE

97.2

70.3

59.3

LASI

RANK

76.9

94.6

78.6

70.2

RPSI

RTIB

91.4

95.4

85.3

RASI

RKNE

96.2

99.0

94.2

T10

C7

RTHI

100.0

95.3

99.3

86.7

RBAK

CLAV

RFIN

97.9

92.1

RWRB

100.0 100.0 100.0 98.7

98.4

98.4

LWRB

Median
5th %ile

100.0 99.9

89.5

RWRA

96.5

Median
5th %ile

LWRA

LBHD

Right leg
Markers

Right arm
Markers

RFRA

99.5

LFRA

99.0

LFHD

99.5

68.7

RELB

100.0

49.8

61.5

LELB

100.0 87.4

99.7

RBHD

100.0 86.0

90.1

83.6

33.9

RUPA

100.0 100.0 62.6

44.4

98.5

71.6

LUPA

66.0

RFHD

Median
5th %ile

90.3

RSHO

97.1

Median
5th %ile

LSHO

Torso
Markers

Head
Markers

96.6

STRN

Maurice et al.

Table 4. Percentage of frames in which the Qualisys markers are tracked by the motion capture system. Median and 5th percentile
are computed across all trials of all participants. Marker names follow the Plug-in Gait Marker Placement naming (Vicon 2017).

and crouched, and occlusions due to the environment. It
could therefore be of interest for benchmarking algorithms
for visual estimation of human posture (Sun et al. 2019), and
for learning predictive visual models of human motion from
the camera pixels directly, as recently done for manipulators
(Xie et al. 2019). Remarkably, each time frame of the
recorded activities is annotated. This enables to track human
postures in the time dimension as well (i.e., track on a
sequence of images), and not only in fixed images as in many
popular human posture datasets such as Andriluka et al.
(2014).
Finally, our dataset is expected to be useful to the
robotics community to simulate human activities in industrial
settings. Simulating human activities and estimating the
human ergonomics can serve to synthesize efficient
collaborative robots’ behaviors, for instance by addressing
the issues of human-aware navigation (Khambhaita and
Alami 2017) and of human-robot task allocation and
coordination (Shah et al. 2011).

4

Conclusion

This paper presents the creation and organization of a
publicly available human motion dataset containing industryoriented activities and annotated with ergonomic labels. The
dataset includes 5 hours of whole-body motion capture data
both from a wearable inertial system (Xsens) and from
an external optical system (Qualisys), video data from 2
cameras, and finger pressure force data measured with a
sensorized glove. The dataset also includes annotations of
the actions and postures of the participants according to the
EAWS ergonomic worksheet, which makes it unique and
especially relevant for studies and data-driven developments
with a focus on ergonomics. Importantly, the dataset includes
a diversity of participants and several repetitions of each
task per participant to account for inter as well as intraindividual movement variability. All data are available in
several formats, both proprietary and non-proprietary, to
facilitate their reuse by various communities and for various
applications. Due to the growing interest in improving
ergonomics conditions at work, specifically with robotics
Prepared using sagej.cls

and wearable assistance, on one hand, and the time and effort
needed to create and annotate a dataset on the other hand,
we believe that our human motion dataset will be of great
interest for the broader research community.
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